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We believe in natural child’s development. 

 

Baby at early age will always climb somewhere – on chairs, on the table, on the sofa, on 

the window’s sills. Sometimes it is even too dangerous for your little climber! But climbing is a 

natural skill for a baby. If you can’t walk through – climb it! This activity lets your child to learn 

physical activities, but also develops decision skills. Every climb is an exercise and a puzzle at 

the same time. Pikler triangle makes this activity a safe and entertaining for your child. 

 

Modifiable climbing triangle “Mopitri”, inspired by Emmi Pikler 

 

The freedom of movement is very important in healthy and natural child’s development. 

Children should not be taught or stimulated in faster physical development. Before learning to 

walk, baby should know how to sit, and for each phase the child will know by himself when he is 

ready. 

Ability to climb plays a big role in child’s motor skills and balance, therefore children 

naturally tend to climb everywhere. Literally – everywhere. Parents’ role here is to provide a safe 

way for a child to work on his/her climbing skills. And this is where climbing triangle comes into 

the game! 

Modifiable climbing frame “Mopitri” is the most unique and innovative climbing triangle in 

the world! Change the shape of the climbing triangle each day, so it never gets boring for a child 

to use it. Lower or steeper triangle, house-shaped or flat, or maybe two small triangles, 

imagination is your limit! Adapt the climbing challenges to your child’s development stage and 

abilities. Add the sliding ramp for even more fun activities. 

 

The kid’s furniture to support the freedom of movement. 
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